
South Johnstone/ Mulgrave/ Tully 
 
This year we’ve had an outbreak of Panama TR4 disease reported in the Tully district. 

Although this is not a direct threat to sugar cane, it will certainly create some bio-security 

issues. Because the disease is a soil-borne fungus, it means that machinery cannot traverse 

through different properties without adopting the policy of Come Clean - Go Clean on all 

movement. Banana growers are busily adopting processes to reduce movement through 

their properties by fencing property boundaries and installing wash bays at the single 

entrance point to their properties. Vehicles and footwear are washed and sanitised on the 

way into the property and again on the way out. This is where the effects of the disease will 

affect the sugar industry and supply contractors. With banana paddocks scattered among 

cane growing areas, sometimes within the one property, it will mean that machinery and 

vehicles will no longer be able to travel freely through differently categorised farm lands. In 

many cases, banana and cane paddocks share a common headland (paddock roadway) 

between more than just the neighbouring growers. With cane rail networks and headlands 

weaving through different properties, these will somehow need to be separated. An 

individual farm biosecurity policy could well be the best method for preventing your farm 

from an unwanted disease outbreak that affects the sugarcane crop or the soil. 

The Far North crop this year has struggled with the shortage of rainfall with the month of 

March only receiving 262mm. January to March 2015 received 1088mm of rain, and 

although this is a considerable amount of rain, it’s approximately 800mm less than we 

received during the same period last year. Due to the high expectancy of rain in this area, 

water disperses quickly. This together with the summer heat, the crop in a high growth 

stage and longer than usual dry periods, has inhibited growth. We can’t claim that the area 

is in drought compared to other parts of Australia but the crop at this point in time is heavily 

affected, in my view to a reduction in size of approximately 20-25%. 

 

Over the last two years, we have noticed some fields displaying yellow leaves in the lower 

leaves of the canopy while driving around the area. However, it was never identified as 

Yellow Canopy Sydrome (YCS) by cane productivity service officers. During the latter part of 

March this year, James Dunn from the Innisfail Babinda Productivity Board has definitely 

confirmed YCS in the South Johnstone area.  The full effects of the damage caused by YCS 

are still being monitored.  

Many growers have gained some renewed optimism from the senate inquiry into the sugar 

marketing debacle. It would appear from the inquiry that the senators can relate to the 

vulnerability of growers’ current bargaining position with mills, due to the bulk and 

perishable nature of our crop; understanding that our cane has to be harvested within a six-

month period, and once it has been harvested there is a 24-hour window from harvest to 

crush. 



All growers seek: 

− Recognition of grower economic interest sugar 

− Grower choice model in marketing and pricing of their individual sugar 

− Retention of our industry owned Queensland Sugar Limited marketing body 

− An arbitrative dispute resolution process in our cane supply agreement negotiations  

Interesting discussions happen on a regular basis and it is important we stay connected - if 

you would like to receive information on current sugar topics, please provide your current 

email address to either the Australian Cane Farmers Association Head Office on 1800 500 

025 or at admin@acfa.com.au or myself, Michael Camilleri Babinda-Innisfail Director, on 

0419 738 702 or at michael@maalacanengineering.com.au. 

Michael Camilleri 

Northern Director 

 


